The purpose of this research is empirically examine the effect of leverage, dividend policy, and financial performance reciprocally and to know the difference application on the companies that have high and low liabilities level in Indonesia.
performance, leverage could also and interests as proposed in Trade The study of this research level in Indonesia companies substantial aspect of a company's dividends and large expansions, able to make transactions between outstanding money which companies Each industry has its own benchmarks Data, Mining Sector has the highest Sector has the lowest average Figure 
-The Liabilities
The mineral resources Based on mining legislation contributes roughly five percent much greater contribution within provinces. Mining industry also South Korea. Indonesia has extensive exporter of thermal coal, as (Lieokomol, 2011) . The mining extensive mineral reserves and
The first TSI industry classification, trade companies Retail Trade. Trading company consumers, enterprises, and government. goods, store it, and deliver it to
The second TSI industry classification, service companies Printing, And Media; Health commercial enterprise that provides person or a team for the benefit is service companies do not actually their balance sheets because RJOAS, 3(63) , March 2017 123 also favorable if the company capable to balance Trade off theory (Myers, 1984) . research is comparing the highest and the lowest that listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange because company's operations and are used to finance expansions, in order to enhance their financial performance.
between businesses more effective and efficient, companies owe to their suppliers would be considered benchmarks for liabilities. Based on Indonesia highest average liabilities while Trade, Services average liabilities as shown in figure 1 below.
Source: Processed data, 2016.
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sector plays a significant part in the Indonesian and policies research by Devi and Prayogo percent of the total Indonesian Gross Domestic Product within the regional economies of some resource also engage many investors, such as China, extensive mineral reserves and has become as well as second in tin, third in copper and mining prospects of Indonesia is high because and exploration activities. is Trade companies. Based on Indonesia companies consist of Wholesale (Durable and Non-Durable company is dealing with different types of goods government. Trading companies purchase a to the customers. industry is service company. Based on Indonesia companies consist of Tourism, Restaurant, And Care; and Computer and Services. Service provides work and performed in a professional benefit of its clients. The difference with another actually sell products, generally they do not they do not own any. The third TSI industry is investment company. Investment company is a business entity that manage, sell, and market funds to the public. Investment company generally offer investors a range of funds and investment services, which include portfolio management, recordkeeping, accounting, legal, and tax management services.
This research is analyzing reciprocal effect among variables. The reciprocal effect analysis is mutual influences study between two or more variables. Often, researchers attribute causality to the influences among variables and speak reciprocal causal effects. Longitudinal data are crucial to the analysis of reciprocal effect, because temporal ordering is needed to express the influences linking the variables. Longitudinal data means that the process of gathering sample is in a given period of time. The reason why this research analysis is reciprocal because based on previous researches, leverage, dividend policy, and financial performance is interrelated, and also there are no previous researches that ever examined those variables reciprocally.
In order to empirically examine the effect of leverage, dividend policy, and financial performance reciprocally and to know the difference application on the industries that have the highest and the lowest corporate liabilities level in Indonesia companies, then the object of this research is using publicly traded companies listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange of Mining Sector which has the highest corporate liabilities of all sectors and Trade, Service, and Investment Sector which has the lowest corporate liabilities.
Research Questions. Based on the description in the background above, the research questions are:
1. Does leverage have significant effect on dividend policy reciprocally? 2. Does leverage have significant effect on financial performance reciprocally? 3. Does dividend policy have significant effect on financial performance reciprocally? Research Objectives. Based on research questions above, then the objectives of this research are:
1. Analyzing and explaining the significant effect of leverage on dividend policy reciprocally; 2. Analyzing and explaining the significant effect of leverage on financial performance reciprocally; 3. Analyzing and explain the significant effect of dividend policy on financial performance reciprocally.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Leverage. Leverage is an external source of funding which companies acquire from external party such as creditors, banks, and other financial institutions to buy more assets and expect more profits or asset appreciation more than the cost of borrowing because company must repay the debt installment plus interest in a predetermined time.
Debt Equity Ratio (DER) is a measurement tool that represents a part of company's equity that are financed by debt. A higher debt equity ratio means that a company is more aggressive in financing its growth with debt. Aggressive leveraging practices most of the time is correlated with high levels of risk. This may result in unstable or volatile earnings as a result of further interest expense. Some previous research such as Al-Malkawi (2008); Khan (2013); Ardestani (2013); and Vo and Nguyen (2014) stated that debt equity ratio is leverage indicators.
Debt Ratio (DR) is a measurement tool that represents a proportion of debt to finance company's assets. The higher Debt Ratio, the more leveraged the company, and the greater its financial risk. In the other hand, leverage is important for companies to develop and grow. Some previous research such as Adedeji (2008 Dividend Policy. Dividend is distribution of company's income (issued as cash payments, shares of stock, or other property) to the stockholders which is decided by the board of directors. Managers have two alternatives to do with company net income, those are to distribute to the stockholders in the form of dividends, or reinvests to the company as retained earnings.
Dividend Per Share (DPS) is total dividend distribution divided by the number of outstanding ordinary shares issued. Dividend is a form of profit distribution to the stockholder, means a growing dividend per share can be a sign that company has growing profit and the company growth can be sustained. Several researches such as Asif et al. Based on previous researches, measurements of dividend policy are: 1) Dividend Per Share (DPS); 2) Dividend Payout Ratio (DPR); and 3) Dividend Yield (DY) as described in table 2 below: Financial Performance. Financial performance is companies' measurement tools of its policy and operational activity to understand how good they can utilize assets to generate revenues. Based on Kaplan Financial Knowledge Bank, traditionally, financial performance measurement is calculating profitability, liquidity / working capital, gearing, or investor ratios.
Return on Equity (ROE) company relative to its stockholder's of a company to the other firms give a better idea of the historical research such as Siahaan et financial performance indicator.
Return on Asset (ROA) company relatively to its total Both of these types of financing shows how effective a company the better, because the company previous research such as Khan (ROA) is a measurement tool that represents total assets. The asset of a company consists financing are used to fund the company operational company is converting its money into net income.
company is earning more money on less investment. Khan (2013); Rizqia et al. (2013); Siahaan of financial performance indicators is return (NPM) is a company's measurement tool that calculating company that is translated into profits. A low insecure company's profitability. Net profit margin company's ability to manage its expenses. High struggling to keep its costs low, whether a higher company that has better control over its costs previous researches such as Khan (2013) Based on literature review, conceptual framework and results of previous studies, the research hypothesis are as follows:
H1: Leverage has significant effect on dividend policy reciprocally; H2: Leverage has significant effect on financial performance reciprocally; H3: Dividend policy has significant effect on financial performance reciprocally.
METHODS OF RESEARCH
Type of Research. The type of research is explanatory that explains the effect of leverage, dividend policy, and financial performance which provide causal explanations, or the effect between variables through hypothesis testing.
Research While the population details of Trade, Service, and Investment Companies are as follows: Solimun, 2013) states that GSCA is a new method of SEM-based components, it is very important and can be used for score calculation (not scale) and can also be applied to very small samples. Besides, GSCA can be used on structural models that involve variable with reflexive or normative indicator. In addition, GSCA also allows the occurrence of multicollinearity, the occurrence of strong correlation between exogenous variables, unlike the covariance-based SEM which singularity and multicollinearity remain become an obstacle. In the research discussion section, the analysis will be separated each sector.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Weight Factor of Indicator. This research uses weight factor to measure the significance of variable's indicators. The larger the size of the weight factor, the more important the indicators are interpreting the variables. Hair (2007) stated that weight factor more than 0.3 is considered to meet the minimal level for interpretation of structure.
Below is the leverage weight factor of Mining and TSI companies. Below is the dividend policy weight factor of Mining and TSI companies. Below is the financial performance weight factor of Mining and TSI companies. 
The Effect of Leverage on Dividend Policy. The result of path analysis on GSCA shows that Leverage has insignificant effect on Dividend Policy in Mining Companies. This result is not accordance with Debt Covenant Hypothesis that Leverage has significant effect on Dividend Policy. Based on Debt Covenant Hypothesis, the creditor constraints dividend payments because it has potential wealth transfer from the bondholders to stockholders. Thus, it makes a company that has high level of Leverage tends to pay less dividend because of dividend payment constrains.
However, based on GSCA on Mining Companies the relationship is insignificant. It because Mining Companies have relatively small average Debt Ratio, the significant Leverage indicator, which is 0.42, also lower than TSI companies, thus it has insignificant effect on Dividend Policy, because since the Debt Ratio is low, then the constrain degree is low.
The result of path analysis on GSCA also shows that Leverage has insignificant effect on Dividend Policy in Trade, Service, and Investment Companies. The significant Leverage indicator for TSI companies is Debt Ratio. This result is also not accordance with Debt Covenant Theory as stated above. TSI Companies have the lowest liabilities of all sectors listed on Indonesia Stock Exchange with average around Rp 1.652 billion, compared with Mining's that have the highest liabilities, which is Rp 6.555 billion. Since that, the Leverage of TSI Companies is not significant enough to affect its Dividend Policy.
According to descriptive analysis, both Mining and TSI Companies have high dividend distribution, Mining Companies have the higher DPS (the significant dividend indicator) and TSI companies have the higher DY (the significant dividend indicator). Thus, the reason why GSCA result is insignificant is because there are factors other than Leverage that could affect Dividend Policy. Since dividend payment is important informational tool for the company to the market as a signal that company is in a good condition (Bhattacharya, 1979) company invest their money to dividend distribution rather than get a "punishment" from the stockholders by selling their shares in hands to the market, so the supply and demand theory would be applied, if the company's stock supply is higher because the shareholders sell it on the basis of punishment it will cause the stock price go down. Attah-Botchwey (2014) stated in his research result that firms with higher dividend payment have their share price going up in a result of higher demand of shares, whether firms with lower dividend have their share price going down. Losses due to a decrease in market value is greater than the dividend that should be paid.
Mining and TSI Companies have the same results which is Leverage has insignificant effect on Dividend Policy. This research results are consistent with the previous researches such as Emamalizadeh, et al (2013) Suhadak and Darmawan (2011) . On Monitoring Hypothesis, if company owe money, creditors will help shareholders to monitor managers' behavior, thus the managers do not do things arbitrarily on the basis of perceived personal gain which could loss the company. In this manner, shareholders could decrease the agency cost that previously appeared before creditor monitoring, because the stockholders do less monitoring activity towards the managers. If dividend distribution increases, the company free cash flow will be decrease, and need external funding such as leverage to run the business. That is why company pay out dividends and owe money at the same time.
TSI companies' dividend policy has insignificant effect on its leverage. This result is also not accordance with monitoring hypothesis. Trade, service, and investment companies have low liabilities that it is not enough for the creditor to monitor manager's behavior. Besides, based on Sudarma et al. (2014) the structure of public company ownership in Indonesia, around 71%, tend to concentrated and to be controlled by the institution rather than managerial and public, thus the managers is appointed by the majority ownership, which means that agency cost would less happened. With institutional ownership, companies do not need another parties controlling the manager because the agency problem tend to be low.
The Effect of Leverage on Financial Performance. GSCA shows that the effect of Leverage on Financial Performance of Mining Companies is significant and negative. This result in some extent is not accordance with Trade-off Theory. Trade-off Theory stated that there are benefits to Leverage within a capital structure until the optimal capital structure is reached. The theory recognizes the tax benefit from interest payments because issuing bonds effectively reduces a company's tax liability. However, the marginal benefit of further increases in liabilities is declines as liabilities increases, while the marginal cost remains increases.
The effect of TSI companies' leverage on its financial performance is significant and negative. This result is also not accordance with Trade off theory that leverage has positive effect on financial performance.
The Effect of Financial Performance on Leverage. The effect of Mining Companies' financial performance on its leverage is significant and negative. TSI companies' financial performance on its leverage is also significant and negative. This result on both Mining and Trade, Service, and Investment Companies is accordance with Pecking Order Theory that financial performance affects the leverage since companies with high level of financial performance or profitability will have low levels of debt, because high profit company has a lot of internal source of funds and need less debt. This research result is consistent with Amidu (2007) .
The Effect of Dividend Policy on Financial Performance. The effect of Mining Companies' dividend policy on its financial performance is significant and positive. This result is accordance to the Bird in The Hand Theory that increasing dividend payment associated with increases financial performance because a higher current dividend distribution reduces uncertainty about company's future cash flow. In order to prevent the managers to use company's plenteous free cash flow for low risks projects or negative NPV projects, it would be better to distribute it as dividend.
GSCA shows that the effect of TSI companies' Dividend Policy on its Financial Performance is insignificant. This research result is not according with Bird in the Hand Theory. As stated above that dividend distribution is capable to prevent the managers to use company's plenteous cash for low risks projects or negative NPV projects that could decrease company Financial Performance. However, based on empirical evidence, TSI companies have no plenteous cash (Rp 1,767,626 M) and it was smaller than Mining companies (Rp 3,194,066 M)
The Effect of Financial Performance on Dividend Policy. The effect of Mining Companies' financial performance on its dividend policy is significant and positive. This result is accordance to Dividend Signaling Theory that financial performance has positive effect on dividend policy. Because company with good financial performance can send signals to the market through dividends and firms with poor financial performance cannot imitate these because of the extravagant signaling cost such as transaction cost of external financing, dividend tax, and distortion of investment decisions. The first consideration of perspective shareholder to invest in a company is its financial performance ratio such as ROE, ROA, and NPM, because company with good profitability is capable to distribute dividends.
The effect of TSI companies' financial performance on its dividend policy is insignificant. This result is not accordance to the signaling theory that financial performance has significant positive effect on dividend policy. There are many factors other than financial performance that can affect dividend policy.
There are some other reasons why company distribute / not distribute dividend. Based on Tax Preference Theory (Litzenberger and Ramaswamy, 1979) , companies better to not distribute dividend because first, dividend has higher tax rate than capital gain, and second, it is better for companies to reinvest rather than distribute it to shareholder, because re-invest company free cash flow to profitable project capable to increase company financial performance. The other reasons based on Residual Dividend Theory stated that dividend should be distributed only if the investment requirements have already met by maintaining a desirable debt equity ratio. Also there is Catering theory by Baker and Wurgler (1994) which states that a decision by managers to pay dividends is affected by the demand / investor sentiment towards cash dividends and the magnitude of investor demand for cash dividend varies every time.
Research Limitation. The limitations of this research are as follows: This research is expected to study about Dividend Policy of high and low liabilities company, but only few of the population companies are distributing dividend, thus the sample is limited;
The variable indicators are expected to represent the variable but based on GeSCA, only few of them is significant.
Suggestions. Based on the findings and limitations of the research, suggestions for further research and stakeholders are as follows:
It would be better if the research is expanded into other sector companies, especially that distribute dividend thus it is expected to gain more samples;
It would be better to add more indicators for each variables thus it is expected to get more significant indicators.
CONCLUSION

